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ABSTRACT
Chilakamarthi, Tanmayi. M.S. The University of Memphis. August 2011. Comparison
between Structural Similarity Index Metric and Human Perception. Major Professor:
Eddie L. Jacobs, D. Sc.
This thesis examines the image quality assessment using Structural Similarity
Index Metric (SSIM). The performance of Structural Similarity Index Metric was
evaluated by comparing Mean Structural Similarity Index (MSSIM) index values with
the Probability of Identification (PID) values. The perception experiments were designed
for letter images with blur and letter images with blur and noise to obtain the PID values
from an ensemble of observers. The other set of images used in this study were tank
images for which PID data existed. All the images used in the experiment belong to
Gaussian and Exponential filter shapes at various blur levels. All images at a specific
blur level and specific filter shape were compared and MSSIM was obtained. MSSIM
was compared with blur and PID was compared with blur at various levels for both the
filter shapes to observe the correlation between SSIM and human perception. It is noticed
from the results that there is no correlation between MSSIM and PID. The image quality
differences between SSIM and human perception were obtained in this thesis. From the
results it is noticed that SSIM cannot detect the filter shape difference where as humans
perceived the difference for letter images with blur in our experiments. The Probability of
Identification for Gaussian is lower than the Exponential filter shape which is explained
by the edge energies analysis. It is observed that the results of tank images and letter
images with blur and noise were similar where humans and MSSIM cannot distinguish
between filter shapes.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 IMAGE QUALITY ASSESSMENT
In recent years, a digital image has become a very important means of
communication. Numerous methods have been developed to process the image for
various purposes. The performance of these methods depends on the quality of the image.
In Digital Image Processing systems, it is always observed that images are distorted
during acquisition, processing, compression, storage, transmission and reproduction. This
results in degradation of the visual quality [1]. For example in poor transmission
channels, there are transmission errors which results in poor visual quality of the received
video data [2]. Suppose we need to select an image from a set of images for a specific
task, a quality metric can assess which of them provides the best quality. Hence there is a
strong need for an image quality assessment technique to evaluate the quality of the
image. In a case where humans view the images, we can evaluate the image quality by
conducting human perception experiments. This quality measurement technique has been
used for many years and is deemed the most reliable one. For many years, the subjective
quality measurement technique Mean Opinion Score (MOS) has been used. But this
method of subjective evaluation is expensive, laborious, tedious, time taking and repeated
experiments are needed for the images. It is difficult to implement in real-time systems
[2]. It demonstrates the need for objective image quality techniques which can be
implemented easily. A great deal of effort has been made in recent years to develop
objective image quality metrics that correlate with perceived quality measurement [3].
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The innovation of objective image quality assessment techniques which can
automatically predict the image quality can be used to dynamically monitor and adjust
the image quality. A network video server can use it to examine the quality of the digital
video transmitted on the network and control video streaming [3]. They can also be used
to optimize algorithms and parameter settings of image processing systems. A quality
metric can be used in a visual communication system for optimal design of pre-filtering
and bit assignment algorithms at the encoder. It has various applications such as error
concealment and designing the post-filtering algorithms at the decoder. A quality metric
plays a vital role in evaluating the image quality and the algorithms in image processing
systems [1]. Suppose we need to select one from multiple image processing systems for a
speciﬁc task, then a quality metric can help us evaluate which of them provides the best
quality [3].
There are different approaches to classify objective quality metrics depending on
the availability of the original image for comparison. The first approach is known as a
full-reference image in which a complete reference image is available. This is not the
case in most of the practical applications because a reference image is not available and a
no-reference approach is preferred. The other approach is a reduced-reference quality
assessment in which the reference image is partially available as side information to
evaluate the quality of distorted image [1]. The most commonly used objective fullreference quality metrics are Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Mean Squared
Error (MSE) due to their lower computational complexity. But these metrics are not
appealing and criticized because of no consideration for the Human Visual System (HVS)
characteristics and a lack of correlation with perceived image quality assessment. In the
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past few decades great effort has been put in to developing image quality and video
quality assessment metrics which incorporate perceptual quality measures by considering
characteristics of the human visual system [4-12]. But only limited success has been
achieved since it has been reported that more complicated objective quality metrics do
not demonstrate clear advantage over the simple measures such as the PSNR under strict
testing conditions and image distortion environments [5, 12]. Most of the quality
assessment models based on HVS characteristics modified the existing MSE measure so
that the degradation error correlates with the perceived image quality. In the next section
we review example of some image quality measure having more computational
complexity.
1.2 IMAGE QUALITY MEASURE DERIVED FROM DIGITAL IMAGE POWER
SPECTRA
This image quality metric was proposed by Norman B. Nill Brian H. Bouzas
[16]. This image quality measure is based on the digital image power spectrum evolved
from arbitrary scenes. The basic theme of the model is to is to assess the quality of digital
images relevant to the image task of detection, recognition, and identification of objects
from softcopy displays of visible spectral region, monochrome, digital, aerial images.
This approach does not depend on imaging designed targets, does not require detection
and isolation of naturally occurring targets such as knife edges and does not require
reimaging of the same scene. This property is highly useful where it is not possible to
insert targets or reimage a scene. This image quality metric is significantly different from
previous work as it has the concepts of human visual perception (visual spatial frequency
response characteristics), directional perspective scaling information for oblique images,
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and a filter to account for noise applied to the digital image power spectrum domain
[16].
The basis for measuring the power spectrum for the image quality assessment is
due to an assumption that there is no change in power spectrum from scene to scene. This
assumption works especially when there is only an output image available for
measurement. Generally this assumption that all scenes have the same power spectrum
seems unlikely and it is true that all scenes are different from each other in spatial
domain. But in the frequency domain, it can be shown that all scenes have a similar
power spectrum. The power at the nonzero frequency goes as

, where

in a

one-dimensional (1-D) analysis. This inverse frequency power spectrum has been found
in many real scenes such as natural scenes in visible spectrum [16].
In this model, a digital 2-D power spectrum of the scene is obtained. Due to the
number of points, the 2-D power spectrum is difficult for comparison between images
where as a 1-D spectrum is useful in comparing images. Hence a 1-D spectrum is
generated from the 2-D power spectrum. The 1-D spectrum can also be used to detect
noise, determine the noise variance for white noise and detect image blur. The image
quality measure itself is computed from individual points of the 2-D power spectrum. The
effect of brightness variation from image to image is compensated by normalizing the
power spectrum by the square of the average gray-level of the image. It can also be
normalized by dividing with the total power which is proportional to the number of
pixels. Thus both the brightness and the pixel array size normalizations result in a
normalized 2-D power spectrum [16].
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The structure of the image is an important aspect for image quality assessment. It
is required for the image quality assessment based on power spectrum to select image
areas that contain structure of the image. However, it is important to select the image
areas where there is variation of power spectra for this IQM (Image Quality Metric). It is
necessary to ignore larger uniform areas where there is a little variation in the power
spectra when applying a power-spectrum based IQM [16].
The end goal of this model is to correlate the objective image quality assessment
results of this model with the human perceived image quality. To achieve this, a HVS
model is incorporated in power spectrum IQM. The approach is to use the square of a
rotationally symmetric modulation transfer function (MTF) representation of the HVS as
a filter applied to the image power spectrum [16].
Noise can become a significant problem in digital imaging systems, such as when
transmitting a sensor's output image over a noisy channel, when imaging under low light
level conditions, or when digitizing film imagery with scan spot sizes on the order of the
film grain size. The noise problem has been resolved to some extent in this model by
applying a modified Weiner filter to the computed image power spectrum before deriving
an IQM. A novel approach has been introduced in this model to account for directional
differences in scale for obliquely acquired scenes. The IQM is derived from the
normalized 2-D power spectrum weighted by the square of the MTF of the human visual
system , the directional scale of the input image, and the modified Wiener noise filter.
The results obtained from this objective quality measure when compared with the visual
quality assessments have shown a good correlation of about 90% [16].
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1.3 SARNOFF JUST NOTICEABLE DIFFERENCE VISION MODEL FOR
IMAGE QUALITY EVALUATION
This model is based on prediction of human perception of degraded color- image
sequence relative to the undegraded image sequence. The inputs of this model are the two
image sequences and the model produces various estimates of the differences between the
given image sequences. These differences are measured in terms of Just Noticeable
Difference( JND) . Just Noticeable Difference (JND) is the minimum amount by which
stimulus intensity must be changed in order to produce a noticeable variation in sensory
experience . It is also known as Difference threshold [17]. The block diagram
representing the JND model is shown in Figure 1[17].
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There are two channels between the input video sequence and the human
observer. One is the undegraded channel which is the reference channel and the other one
degrades the image which is the channel under test. The distortion can take place
anywhere, either before transmission or in the transmission channel or in the decoding
process. One of these alternatives where the distortion occurs is referred to as “system
under test” box in the block diagram. Generally, the subjective evaluation of the image
quality requires a human observer and a display device. In this evaluation, JND replaces
human observer and display device. It measures the image quality objectively by
comparing the reference and test image sequences and producing the JND map sequences
[17].

The algorithm for the JND vision model can be shown in Figure 2 [17].

Fig. 2. Sarnoff JND Vision Algorithm Flow Chart
7

The inputs are two image sequences of any length. Each sequence has three
different data sets names Y‟, Cb‟ and Cr‟ shown in the Figure 2. These data sets are then
converted to R‟, G‟, B‟ electron voltages giving rise to displayed pixel values. These
voltages are processed to transform them to luminance and two chromatic images that are
passed through subsequent stages. The front-end processing is required to convert the
input video signals to light outputs and to convert these outputs to psychophysical
quantities that differentiate between luma and chroma [17].
The luma processing takes in two images (test and reference) of the luminances Y
which are the fractions of the maximum luminance of the display and generates a luma
JND map sequence. The gray levels of this map are proportional to the number of JND‟s
between reference and the test image at the corresponding pixel location [17].
Similarly, in the chroma processing stage based on the CIE L*u*v*, a uniform
color space is generated for the two input chroma images u* and v*. The output of a
chroma processing stage is chroma JND map. The inputs from luma channel called
„masking‟ affects the chroma and luma processing by making the perceived differences
more or less visible depending on structure of luma images [17].
The ouputs of the luma and chroma processing stages are luma JND maps and the
chroma JND maps where as a single JND value is useful to model the observer‟s overall
rating of the distortions in the test sequence. Hence in the JND ouput summaries stage,
the following process takes place. For each field in the video-sequence comparison, the
luma and chroma JND maps are first reduced to single-number summaries, namely luma
and chroma Picture Quality Ratings (PQRs). This is done by histogramming the JND
values for all pixels above a threshold, and then adopting the 90-percent value as the PQR
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value. Then, the luma and chroma PQR numbers are combined, again via a linear
combination of a sum and a maximum, to produce the PQR estimate for the field being
processed. A single performance measure for many fields of a video sequence is
determined from the single-field PQRs by evaluating the 90th percentile of either the
actual histogram of single-field PQR values or, for short sequences or a "faux histogram"
fit to the actual histogram [17].
There are certain limitations for this model. It is based on two assumptions. The
first assumption is that each pixel is square and subtends an angle of 0.03 degrees of
viewing. It was derived from a screen height of 480 pixels and a viewing distance of four
screen heights. When the model is compared to human perception for a longer viewing
distances, it overestimates human‟s sensitivity to spatial details The model applies to
screen luminances of .01 to 100 ft-L (for which overall sensitivity was calibrated), but
with greatest accuracy at about 20 ft-L (for which all spatiotemporal frequencies were
calibrated). It is assumed that changing luminance incurs proportional sensitivity changes
at all spatiotemporal frequencies, and this assumption is less important near 20 ft-L,
where more calibration took place [17].
1.4 IMAGE QUALITY ASSESSMENT BASED ON ERROR SENSITIVITY
The image whose quality is to be evaluated is the sum of the reference signal and
the degradation error signal. A popular hypothesis is that the loss of the perceptual
quality is proportional to the error signal. The easy implementation of this property is the
traditional objective image quality assessment method, MSE which measures the error
signal. But it is possible that two images may have different types of errors but same
MSE in which some of them may be more visible than others. The perceptual image
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quality assessment proposed previously measures different aspects of the error signal
according to their visibility, which can be derived from taking psychophysical
experiments. This approach was first brought forward by Mannos and Sakrison. The
framework of the image quality assessment based on the error sensitivity can be shown in
Figure 3[1].

Reference signal
Preprocessin
g

CSF
Filtering

Channel
Decompo
sition

Error
Normali
zation

Error
Pooli
ng

Quali
ty
meas
ure

Distorted signal
Fig. 3. Framework for image quality assessment based on error sensitivity

As shown in the Figure 3, there are different stages in image quality assessment
based on error sensitivity. The first stage is pre-processing stage in which the distortions
are eliminated from the images being compared. First the original image and the
degraded image are scaled. Second, the signal is converted into color space which is more
suitable for humans to identify. Then the quality metric converts the digital pixel values
to luminance values. Finally the low-pass filter representing the point-spread function of
eye-optics is applied. The reference and the distorted images can be modified using nonlinear point operation to simulate light adaption [1].
The second stage in the framework is the CSF Filtering. The contrast sensitivity
function is a measure of sensitivity of human visual system to different spatial
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frequencies. In some image quality metrics, the signal is weighed according to the CSF.
In recent metrics, CSF is implemented as a base-sensitivity normalization factor after the
channel decomposition [1].
The third stage in the framework is the channel decomposition in which the
images are divided into subbands which can be selected for spatial and temporal
frequency and orientation. Some image quality metrics implement complicated channel
decompositions which are closely related to neural responses in the primary visual cortex.
Many metrics use transforms such as the DCT or separable wavelet transforms [1].
The fourth stage in the framework is error normalization in which the error
between the fragmented reference and the degraded image is calculated and normalized
according to a masking model which is based on the fact that the presence of one
component decreases the visibility of the other component. The error normalization
process is used to convert the error into units of just noticeable difference (JND).
The final stage of all quality metrics is the error pooling stage in which all the
normalized error signals are combined over different spatial frequencies and different
channels into a single value. Most quality assessment methods have error pooling in the
form of the Minkowski norm as follows [1].

1

E({el,k }) (∑ ∑|el,k | )
l

where

1

k

is the normalized error of the k-th coefficient in the l-th channel and

is a

constant exponent between 1 and 4 [1]. This method is used in image quality assessment
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based on error sensitivity but the structural distortion cannot be captured using this
method [13].
1.5 LIMITATIONS ON IMAGE QUALITY ASSESSMENT BASED ON ERROR
SENSITIVITY
There are certain limitations we observe when we use this approach of image
quality assessment based on error sensitivity. This is because the basic principle of this
approach is to weigh the error signal according to its visibility. This can be achieved by
simulating the properties of the human visual system according to psychophysical
experiments. This approach is widely accepted, however it has few limitations. The
human visual system is complicated and so there are a lot of assumptions and hypotheses
involved in this approach. The limitations are quality definition problem, suprathreshold
problem, the natural image complexity problem, the decorrelation problem and the
cognitive interaction problem [1].
The quality definition problem is about the fact that the degradation of image
quality cannot be equated to the visibility of errors. Some distortions may be visible but
may not be a problem to the image quality [1].
The suprathreshold problem is about the fact that all the psychophysical
experiments which support error sensitivity models are designed to estimate the
threshold at which an error is barely visible which are used to define the CSF. A few
psychophysical studies have raised a doubt as to whether these models can also be used
for perceptual distortions which are larger than the threshold as it happens in many image
processing systems [1].
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The natural complexity problem is all about the fact that generally the
experiments are conducted using simple patterns such as spots, bars or sinusoidal gratings
and the masking phenomenon is implemented by using the superposition of few different
patterns. But this is not the case in real images since they are often made up of very large
number of simple patterns and there is a question about whether the models used for few
patterns can be used for real time images which involve large number of patterns [1].
The decorrelation problem is that when a Minkowski metric is used for spatial
pooling errors, we are under assumption that the errors at various locations are
statistically independent. But there may be a correlation between the errors for linear
channel decomposition methods such as wavelet transform. It has been shown that there
is a strong dependency between them in [3].
The cognitive interaction problem is about the fact that the cognitive
understanding and the visual processing such as the eye movements affect the perceived
image quality. A human observer can give different quality results if given different
instructions and also depending upon the attention and the fixation. But many quality
metrics do not consider these effects [1].
1.6 IMAGE QUALITY ASSESSMENT BASED ON STRUCTURAL SIMILARITY
In general, all natural image signals are structured which means that the samples
of signals have strong dependencies between each other especially when they are closely
located. However the Minowski error pooling method used in image quality assessment
based on error sensitivity is independent of the signal structure [13]. The structural
distortion cannot be captured using this method. The image quality metric proposed by
Wang and Bovik [1] predicts the degradation error between a distorted image and the
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reference image in an objective fashion. It reduces the pain of taking the experiments
directly. This technique is named the Structural Similarity Index Metric (SSIM) which is
based on the degradation of the structural information of the image. This metric is based
on a hypothesis that the HVS is highly adapted for extracting the structural information
from the scene. Therefore the measurement of structural distortion should be a good
approximation of perceived image distortion [13]. It is useful for comparing the
structural information of two complex signals directly. This thesis emphasizes the
behavior of SSIM according to the blur levels and filter shapes used for a set of tank
images and letter images.
1.7 OTHER EFFORTS
The traditional image quality assessment metric is the MSE and PSNR which
objectively measures the degradation error of the image. This approach is not reliable
since two or more images with same MSE may vary in types of errors and some errors
may have more visibility than the others. It is based on the assumption that the loss of
perceptual quality is related to the visibility of the error signal. Thus attempts are made to
weight different aspects of the error signals according to human perception. This
approach is brought first by Mannos and Sakrison [14 ] and has been implemented by
many researchers. The image quality assessment based on error sensitivity has various
limitations as it is based on many assumptions and generalizations.
Zhou Wang and Alan C Bovik et al [15] proposed a mathematically defined
universal image quality index in which the quality measurement approach does not
depend on the images being tested, the viewing conditions or the individual observers.
This metric has shown significantly better results than the traditional MSE. Structural
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Similarity Index Metric is proposed by Dr Zhou Wang and Dr Alan Conrad Bovik et al
[1] which is based on hypothesis that HVS is highly adapted for extracting the structural
information from the scene. SSIM is based on the features of the original image.
1.8 PREVIEW OF THESIS
This thesis examines image quality assessment using the structural similarity
index metric. It is known that SSIM is an objective image quality metric that predicts
perceived image quality. In this paper, the performance of SSIM was evaluated by
comparing Mean Structural Similarity Index Metric (MSSIM) values and human
perception. The MSSIM is defined as the average value of SSIM for an ensemble of
images taken two at a time. We have used Probability of Identification (PID) as a
measure of human perception in our experiments. The Mean Opinion Score (MOS) is
also a subjective image quality measurement but it is a more generalized one where
observers give their opinion about the image quality. On the other hand the Probability of
Identification is a subjective quality measurement based on a specific task of identifying
the images or objects. This is the reason for using the PID as a measurement of human
perception in our experiments. In this thesis the SSIM and MSSIM index values of 12
tank images with 4 different orientations and the letter images at different blur levels and
filter shapes applied are calculated. The SSIM index is taken as a measure to compare
different tank images and letter images having different filter shape blur applied. In order
to obtain the PID values of images from an ensemble of observers for comparison with
MSSIM to evaluate the correlation between them, perception experiments were designed
for letter images with blur and letter images with both blur and noise. The perception data
for the tank images already existed. MSSIM and blur were compared for different cells to
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observe the correlation between them. The probability of identification of the target at
different levels of blur was calculated and compared against the amount of blur to
observe the correlation between them. From this data, observations regarding the image
quality differences determined by MSSIM and human perception have been obtained.
1.9 THESIS STATEMENT
The Structural Similarity Index Metric does not correlate with human
performance for identification of objects and images and is insensitive to certain image
quality differences that are perceptible to humans.
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CHAPTER TWO
STRUCTURAL SIMILARITY INDEX METRIC
2.1 THE SSIM INDEX
SSIM stands for Structural Similarity Index Metric. This is a specific type of
image quality measure which is based on comparison of the structural information of the
image. It is known that the luminance of the surface of an object depends on the
illumination whereas the structure of the objects is independent of the illumination. To
investigate the structural behavior of the object, the components such as the luminance,
contrast and the structure are separated and measured individually in SSIM. This metric
was proposed by Z.Wang [1]. The metric proved to be an accurate predictor of
performance in simple tests [1]. We use this algorithm in the paper to measure the SSIM
of the images. The system diagram of the SSIM measurement is shown in Figure 4[1].

Fig.4.Diagram of SSIM measurement
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The x and y shown in the figure are the image signals which are compared to
assess the image quality. If one of the image signals that is a reference image is known,
the quality of the other image can be assessed using the SSIM measurement. The image
signals are compared in three ways as shown in the figure and finally the measurement is
combined to form the SSIM. Hence the three components required for the SSIM
calculation are the luminance comparison, contrast comparison and the structure
comparison as shown in following equation [1].

S(x,y) f(l(x,y),c(x,y),s(x,y))

2

where l(x,y) is the luminance comparison, c(x,y) is the contrast comparison and s(x,y) is
the structure comparison [1]. Each of the components are calculated as explained in the
following sections.
2.1.1 LUMINANCE COMPARISON
First the luminance of the images is compared. The luminance comparison
function l(x,y) is a function of µx and µy and the formula [1] is shown as

l(x,y)

2
x

where

C1

x y
2

y

2

and

3

C1

are the mean intensities of image signals x and y.

where C1 =(K1L)2. L is the dynamic range of the images. K1<<1 [1].
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is a constant

2.1.2 CONTRAST COMPARISON
The contrast comparison of the reference image and the distorted image can be
calculated using the following formula [1]

2

c(x,y)

x

where

x

x y
2

y

and

2

C2
C2

y

4

are the standard deviations of the image signals x and y respectively. C2

is a constant where C2 =(K2L)2. L is the dynamic range of the images. K2<<1 [1].
2.1.3 STRUCTURE COMPARISON
The structure comparison of the reference image and the distorted image can be
calculated by using the formula [1].

xy

s(x,y)

x y

C3
C3

5

where

is the covariance of the reference image and the distorted image. C3 is a

constant.

=C2/2 [1].

2.1.4 SSIM
The structural similarity index metric of the two images can be derived from the
above three components. It is given by the formula [1].

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)
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To simplify the expression we set α

γ 1. This results in the following expression of

SSIM [1].

(2

S(x,y)

(

x y
2
2
x
y

C1 ) (2
C1

x

C2 )

xy

2

y

2

7

C2

2.1.5 STATISTICS FOR SSIM CALCULATION
In paper written by Zhou Wang [1] , an 11x11 circular symmetric Gaussian
i 1,2,….,N} with standard deviation of 1.5 samples is

weighing function w={
normalized to unit sum ∑
statistics

x

,

and

=1). We use this window in the calculation of SSIM. The

[1] can be calculated as follows

N
x

∑ wi xi

8

i 1

.5

N
x

2

(∑ wi xi

x

)

9

i 1

N
xy

∑ wi (xi

x

) (yi

y

)

1

i 1

2.2 MSSIM
Since we require a single measurement of entire image , we use a mean SSIM
(MSSIM) index to evaluate the entire image quality [1].
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MSSIM(X,Y)

∑M
j 1 SSIM xj ,yj

11

M

where X and Y are the reference and distorted images and

and

are the image

contents of the jth local window. M is the total number of local windows.
2.3 RESEARCH GOALS
The main goal of the thesis is to analyze the behavior of SSIM, i.e. to observe the
correlation between the human perception and the SSIM index. The other goal is to
observe if SSIM can differentiate between various filter shapes. To achieve the goals, the
perception experiments were designed to obtain the probability of identification values
for an ensemble of observers for different filter shapes at various blur levels so that we
can compare the results with the SSIM index values.
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CHAPTER THREE
DESIGN OF PERCEPTION EXPERIMENTS
3.1 OVERVIEW
It is known that for an image quality assessment, humans are the ultimate
observers of the images and are the most reliable evaluators. In this method we design an
experiment in which humans identify letter images. These letters are convolved with
different levels of blur. We designed two types of identification experiments, one in
which the images are convolved with blur and the other in which the images are first
convolved with blur and noise added to the images subsequently. We have 5 levels of
blur with an increment of 5 pixels for each filter shape starting from 30 pixels to 50
pixels for the experiment which has letter images with only blur and starting from 15
pixels to 35 pixels in case of letter images with blur and noise . There are 10 cells in this
experiment of which 5 belong to the Gaussian filter shape and the remaining 5 belong to
the Exponential filter shape at these blur levels. A contrast of 0.05 is maintained for all
images. This value of contrast is chosen to obtain a good range of PID values. We have
calculated the probability of correct identification and then plotted the PID vs blur and
observed the correlation between the two filter shapes.
3.2 MAKING THE LETTER IMAGE
The letter images we use in our perception experiments are formed by producing
block character representations of the numbers and letters „8‟,‟3‟,‟E‟,‟2‟,‟5‟,‟6‟,‟9‟ and
„G‟. The blocks are rectangular segments which have a minimum value of

and

maximum value of 1. Each rectangular segment is convolved with the filter shape blur
according to the filter type defined. These segments are assembled to form the blurred
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letter images required for the perception experiments. An expression is derived
analytically for a single rectangular segment convolved with the Gaussian filter blur and
the Exponential filter blur in each dimension. The expressions derived can be shown as
follows. When the rectangular segment is convolved with the Gaussian filter blur in xdimension or y- dimension, the expression is derived as

g(x) rect(x) h(x)

α
α
√
√
.5[ erf ( (x )) erf ( (x ))
b
2
b
2

12

g(y) rect(y) h(y)

α
α
√
√
.5[ erf ( (y )) erf ( (y ))
b
2
b
2

13

where b is the blur size,

is the width along the appropriate dimension (x or y) and x or

y is the position in the image. When the rectangular segment is convolved with the
exponential filter blur in x-dimension or y-dimension, the expression is derived as

g(x) rect(x) h(x)

g(y) rect(y) h(y)

1

α
α
[ arctan ( (x )) arctan ( (x ))
b
2
b
2

14

1

α
α
[ arctan ( (y )) arctan ( (y ))
b
2
b
2

15
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These are the equations derived when a single rectangular segment is convolved
with either of the filter blurs in x dimension or y-dimension. We multiply the obtained
blurred rectangular segments in each dimension to get the 2-D blurred rectangular
segment. We can write the equation of 2-D blurred rectangular segment as

g(x,y) g(x).g(y)
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All the blurred segments required to make the letter are assembled to form the blurred
block letter image. The blur equations shown above are implemented in function files
called blurrect.m and blurexp.m. The number of segments required to make up the letter
can be found in the m-file called GetLetterRecipe.m in the appendix. In case of
experiments including the blur and noise, the noise is added after the blur is applied. The
code for making of letter image can be seen in the m-file called MakeLetterImage in the
appendix.
3.3 ADJUSTING THE CONTRAST
After making the letter images including the blur and noise the contrast of the
images is adjusted so that the images are rescaled to the contrast value. This contrast is
calculated using the formula

C

max(Img) min Img
max(Img) min Img
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Thus the output image is forced to have a value of 0.5. The way we adjusted the contrast
of the image can be viewed in detail in a file called ContrastAdjust.m in the appendix.
3.4 DEFINING THE STRUCTURE
We define a structure called PXP which has various objects such as the blur size,
cell, filter type, the list of the letters used and also the number of presentations of each
letter. We have used 3 presentations for each of the letter images. Further details can be
seen in IDPXP1.m file in the appendix.
3.5 CREATING A STIMULUS
As we have defined the required cells and the blur sizes, we need to present the
different images belonging to various cells. Hence we write to code to select a random
image from any cell. This happens as long as all the stimuli are displayed according to
the number of presentations. The CreateStimulus.m file in appendix can be referred to see
the way we have made it select a random cell and image.
3.6 DESIGNING THE GUI
We design the GUI to create the interface so that the observer can see the options
on the screen and select the corresponding option when he identifies the letter image. We
describe the type of buttons, the color of the buttons , the background color of the image
and also the display range of the letter images. The type of buttons we have used in the
experiment are the radio buttons. The designing of GUI can be seen in detail in the file
called XP_PXPGUI1.m in the appendix part . The display range of the letter images is
between 0 to 1.
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3.7 PROBABILITY OF IDENTIFICATION
The probability of correct identification (PID) can be described as the probability
that the humans can identify the target or the letter image, out of the total number of
stimuli or the images in the experiment. There are 8 letter images in each cell and we
have 10 cells in our experiment. We calculate the PID in each cell separately. Given
NXN matrix „C‟ containing the observer responses of the 8 targets and if the elements of
the matrix are represented as Cmn, then the PID is given by the following formula.

∑N
m
PID

n

Cmn
∑N
m 1 Cmn
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N

where Cmn is the element of C at row m and column n. In our experiment we calculated
the PID of each cell and plotted the PID against the blur levels used. The blur levels used
in the experiment are based on the PID range obtained. To get a good PID range, the
above mentioned blur levels are chosen for both the cases of letter images with only blur
and letter images with blur and noise.
3.8 RUNNING THE EXPERIMENT
We have designed the experiment and now it is ready to run. To run the
experiment, the XPPXPGUI1.m file is to be simulated. The response is saved in the form
of a mat file. The experiment starts with a small window on the screen of the desktop
which is dragged towards the BARCO monitor. Upon clicking the mouse, a blurred letter
image is displayed with a contrast of 50% on the screen. The observer has to identify the
letter and click on the appropriate option from a set of options appearing on the screen.
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The time delay is 500 ms between the appearances of two subsequent letter images. In the
experiment of letter images with blur and noise, noise appears on the background of the
blurred letter image. If the observer has not identified the letter correctly, a beep is
audible. The observer was in a darkened room and it is necessary for the observer to be
in the darkened room for at least two minutes before starting the experiment so that the
retina of the eye adjusts to the darkness. The size of the BARCO display we used is
300mm x 400mm. The resolution of the monitor is 0.156. The peak luminance we have
calibrated is 80 Cd/m2. The distance between the observer and monitor was
approximately 630 mm. The perception data was taken from four observers in this study
and the probability of identification is calculated from this data for the letter images with
only blur and letter images with blur and noise at different blur levels for Gaussian and
Exponential filter shapes. All the observers had normal vision. The PID results of the
experiment are given in the appendix. The results from the perception experiments and
MSSIM calculations are analyzed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, the results of perception experiments and MSSIM values are
compared for the three types of images; the tank images, the letter images with blur and
letter images with blur and noise to observe the correlation between SSIM and human
perception. MSSIM and PID are compared with blur at different blur levels for both filter
shapes and then correlation between them is observed. The image quality differences
between humans and SSIM are analyzed for all the types of images from the results of
PID and MSSIM. The results obtained are shown below.
4. 1 CORRELATION OF MSSIM AND PID
4.1.1 FOR TANK IMAGES

Fig.5. Correlation between MSSIM and blur for the tank images
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Fig. 6. The error bar plot of MSSIM and blur for the tank images

Fig.7. Correlation between PID and blur for the tank images
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From the Figures 5and 6, it is observed that there is no significant increase in MSSIM as
the blur increases. This is clearly noticed from the Figure 6 since the error bars are huge.
On the other hand it is observed from the Figure 7 that human‟s probability of
identification is decreasing with increase of blur. It is seen that there is no correlation
between MSSIM and PID. The same type of analysis is done for the letter images with
blur which is shown in the following section.
4.1.2 FOR LETTER IMAGES WITH BLUR

Fig. 8. Correlation of MSSIM and blur for letter images with blur
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Fig. 9. The error bar plot of MSSIM and blur for letter images with blur

Fig.10. Correlation between the PID and blur for letter images with blur
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Fig. 11. The error bar plot of PID and blur for letter images with blur

From the Figures 9, 10 and 11, we observe similar results to the tank images
which demonstrate no correlation between MSSIM and PID. It is observed that the
Gaussian filter shape is having less PID than the exponential filter shape which is in
contrast to the fact that it should have a higher PID as it has a narrow point spread
function than the exponential blur. This is due to some frequencies present in the
exponential blurred image which are important to the human vision for letter
identification. A frequency domain analysis has been done to justify this. It is known that
the human eye distinguishes the areas of interest from images and edges plays an
important role in identification of targets. The Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is one
of the most commonly used methods for edge detection. It decomposes the image into
three detailed images containing the horizontal, vertical and the diagonal edges
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information [19]. The DWT features of the Gaussian blurred image and Exponential
blurred image have been extracted at blur level of 40, at which the exponential PID is
much higher than the Gaussian PID and it is observed that the edge energies of the
exponential blurred image are higher than the edge energies of Gaussian blurred image.
The edge energies are extracted from the coefficients of the DWT transform by using a
3x3 sliding window. These energies were higher for the Exponential blurred image in all
dimensions i.e. along the horizontal, vertical and the diagonal dimension. A ratio of these
energies for both the filter shapes has been calculated and it is observed that the ratio of
Gaussian blurred image energies to exponential blurred image energies is always less
than 1. The higher edge energies for the Exponential blurred images tell us that, the
edges have been clear and sharp which helps the humans to identify the letter images
easily, when compared to the Gaussian blurred letter images. This is the reason behind
higher PID of Exponential filtered images compared to the Gaussian images. The code
for extraction of these edge energies and the results can be seen in appendix. The
analysis of correlation between MSSIM and PID for letter images with blur and noise is
done in the following section.
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4.1.3 FOR THE LETTER IMAGES WITH BLUR AND NOISE

Fig. 12. Correlation between blur and MSSIM for letter images with blur and noise

Fig. 13. The error bar plot of MSSIM vs blur for letter images with blur and noise
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Fig. 14. Correlation between PID and blur for letter images with blur and noise

Fig. 15. The error bar plot of PID and blur for letter images with blur and noise
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From the Figures 13 and 15, we observe similar results as stated in the previous
section that there is no correlation between the calculated MSSIM and the perceived
image quality i.e the PID values. Hence the first goal of our thesis is achieved. However,
the second part of the thesis statement has to be proved. The image quality differences
between MSSIM and PID are analyzed in the following section.
4.2 IMAGE QUALITY DIFFERENCES
4.2.1 FOR TANK IMAGES
From the Figure 6, it is observed that MSSIM cannot differentiate between the
two filter shapes since the MSSIM plots of both filter shapes coincide and the error bars
of MSSIM for both the filter shapes largely overlap with each other. Therefore, it is
noticed from the results of tank images that MSSIM is insensitive to the filter shape
difference. From the Figure 7, it is noticed that plots of both the filter shapes are very
closer to each other which means humans cannot differentiate between the filter shapes
for the tank images. Since the perception data of individual observers is not available, we
could not plot the error bar plot for the tank images. The same kind of analysis is done for
the letter images with blur in the following section.
4.2.2 FOR LETTER IMAGES WITH BLUR
From the Figure 9, we observe similar results to previous section, which shows
that MSSIM is insensitive to the filter shapes difference. The PID plots for letter images
with blur from Figure 11 show that humans can perceive the difference between the two
filter shapes. The error bars of both the filter shapes in plot of the PID do not overlap
showing a clear difference between the filter shapes. This means that the humans
perceived the difference between both the filter shapes whereas MSSIM could not detect
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the difference between two filter shapes. The same type of analysis is done for letter
images with blur and noise in the next section.
4.2.3 FOR LETTER IMAGES WITH BLUR AND NOISE
From the Figure 13, it is observed that the MSSIM is insensitive to the filter
shape. It is observed from the Figure 15 that humans cannot perceive the difference
between the two filter shapes in presence of noise. It is interesting to note that the results
of letter images with blur and noise are similar to the results of tank images. While the
tank images did not have visible noise, each target was presented in a natural background
containing grass and trees. Our conjecture is that this background behaves similarly to
noise in the letter images. The tank images we have used are the thermal images. It is
well known that the identification of a stimulus depends on the background on which it is
shown. The thermal properties of all the background objects in the scenes of tank images
are different. There is a change in background information according to the illumination
of the objects and the contrast variations [20]. These variations in luminance and contrast
lead to the randomness in background of the tank images which is similar to the random
noise we have added in case of the letter images which are synthetic images. This is the
reason for getting similar results for tank images and letter images with blur and noise
where humans cannot distinguish between the filter shapes.
From the MSSIM and PID results of letter images and tank images, it is observed
that there are certain image quality differences which are not predicted by SSIM but are
perceived by the humans. The filter shape differences observed in the case of letter
images with only blur has justified this. In certain types of images such as the tank
images and letter images with blur and noise, we observed that both SSIM and humans
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cannot distinguish between the filter shapes. The calculated values of MSSIM and PID
can be seen in the appendix.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
5.1 CONCLUSIONS
This thesis provides the analysis of Structural Similarity Index Metric in
predicting human perception. Attempts are made to obtain the image quality differences
between humans and SSIM. The perception experiments were designed to obtain the
Probability of Identification from an ensemble of observers which is used to compare
with the calculated MSSIM values to obtain correlation between them. The set of images
on which the study is based are letter images with blur, letter images with blur and noise
and the tank images. These images were blurred at various levels with a Gaussian filter
shape and an Exponential filter shape. The prediction of filter shape differences by SSIM
was analyzed and compared with the humans‟ perception of the filter shape difference.
We conclude from the work and results that there is no correlation between SSIM
and human perception and SSIM in insensitive to the filter shape difference which is
perceived by humans for images with only blur. It may also be that these two theses are
actually related. The reason SSIM does not predict human performance may be due to its
insensitivity to filter shape differences. However, this cannot be ascertained from the data
collected and presented in this research. Future work could examine this point more
thoroughly.
5.2 FUTURE WORK
The ultimate goal of image quality evaluation is designing an image quality
metric which predicts human perception. The future efforts can be put on in modeling a
metric which includes stages of the Human Visual System (HVS) which is a very
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complicated one. The metric may also consider high-level neural activities for modeling
the system. However there is tremendous room for the development of HVS-based image
quality assessment.
In the thesis, we have considered assumed that the humans pay the same attention
to all the areas of a scene. In actuality the humans pay different attention to different
areas and the central region of the retina concentrates on the region that is gazed. This
factor may be considered in future development of metrics where the frequencies may be
weighted differently according to the visual attention of humans. The factors such as
large contrast, degradation in the attentive region of humans affect the human perception
[2]. These conditions may also be considered when modeling a metric that approximates
the human vision.
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APPENDICES
A. PID
A.1 FOR TANK IMAGES
The PID data of perception for the tank images already exists. The objects in the
experiments were 12 tank images in 4 different orientations with different filter shape
applied. The different blur levels used are from 5 pixels to 25 pixels with an increment of
5 pixels. The PID values are tabulated below.
Table 1: PID values for tank images from perception experiments
5

10

15

20

Gaussian

0.8203

0.6417

0.4917

0.2895

0.2375

Exponential

0.8125

0.7146

0.5458

0.3479

0.2479

Some of the tank images in the perception experiments are shown below.

Fig. 16. 5 pixel Gaussian blurred T72
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25

Fig. 17. 5 pixel Exponential blurred T72

A.2 FOR LETTER IMAGES WITH ONLY BLUR
The PID values obtained from the perception experiments from an ensemble of observers
are tabulated below.
Table 2: PID values for letter images with blur from the perception experiment
30

35

40

45

50

Gaussian

0.7188

0.4583

0.3542

0.2813

0.2500

Exponential

0.8229

0.8542

0.7917

0.6667

0.5104
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Some of the letter images with blur in our perception experiment are shown below.

Fig. 18. 30 pixel Gaussian blurred image of letter 2

Fig. 19. 30 pixel Exponential blurred letter image of 2
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A.3 FOR LETTER IMAGES WITH BLUR AND NOISE
The PID values for the letter images with blur and noise are shown below.

Table 3 : PID values for letter images with blur and noise from the perception experiment
15

20

25

30

35

Gaussian

0.8958

0.7500

0.5729

0.3958

0.2917

Exponential

0.8333

0.7292

0.6146

0.4792

0.4472

One of the letter images with blur and noise in our perception experiments is shown in
Figure 20.

Fig. 20. Letter image of „2‟ with 15 pixel Gaussian blur and noise
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B. MSSIM
The MSSIM values calculated based on Wang‟s algorithm for the letter images and tank
images are tabulated below.
B.1 FOR TANK IMAGES
The mean SSIM values of all the 48 images at each blur level and specific filter shape are
shown in the table below.

Table 4: MSSIM values for the tank images
5

10

15

20

25

Gaussian

0.7211

0.7685

0.7643

0.7725

0.7869

Exponential

0.7379

0.7720

0.7645

0.7723

0.7831

B.2 FOR LETTER IMAGES WITH BLUR
The MSSIM values for letter images with only blur are tabulated below.

Table 5: MSSIM values for letter images with blur
30

35

40

45

50

0.9470

0.9638

0.9753

0.9827

0.9872

Exponential 0.9558

0.9603

0.9661

0.9720

0.9772

Gaussian
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B.3 FOR LETTER IMAGES WITH BLUR AND NOISE
The MSSIM values for letter images with blur and noise are tabulated below.

Table 6: MSSIM values of letter images with blur and noise
15

20

25

30

35

Gaussian

0.0390

0.0356

0.0405

0.0354

0.0366

Exponential

0.0394

0.0420

0.0374

0.0359

0.0386

C. COMPONENTS OF SSIM
We have calculated the components of SSIM i.e luminance comparison, contrast
comparison and the structure comparison for the three types of images; letter images with
only blur, letter images with blur and noise and tank images.
C.1 LUMINANCE COMPARISON
The calculated luminance comparison for tank images is tabulated below.

Table 7: Mean luminance comparison values for tank images
5

10

15

20

25

Gaussian

0.9438

0.9387

0.9274

0.9233

0.9238

Exponential

0.9382

0.9322

0.9215

0.9176

0.9180

We observe from Table 7 that the luminance comparison changes with blur in case of
tank images.
The plot of mean luminance comparison for the tank images is shown below.
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Fig. 21. Correlation between luminance comparison and blur for the tank images

The calculated luminance comparison for letter images with blur is tabulated below.

Table 8 : Mean luminance comparison values of letter images with blur
30

35

40

45

50

Gaussian

1

1

1

1

1

Exponential

1

1

1

1

1
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We observe from the Table 8 that luminance comparison doesn‟t change with blur for
letter images with blur. The calculated luminance comparison for letter images with blur
and noise is tabulated below.

Table 9: Mean luminance comparison values of letter images with blur and noise
15

20

25

30

35

Gaussian

0.9996

0.9996

0.9996

0.9996

0.9996

Exponential

0.9996

0.9996

0.9996

0.9996

0.9996

We observe from the Table 9 that luminance comparison doesn‟t change with blur for
the letter images with blur and noise.
C.2 CONTRAST COMPARISON
The calculated contrast comparison for tank images are tabulated below.

Table 10: Mean contrast comparison values for tank images
5

10

15

20

25

Gaussian

0.8876

0.9120

0.9188

0.9313

0.9591

Exponential

0.8983

0.9184

0.9241

0.9365

0.9425
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The plot of contrast comparison vs blur for all the tank images is shown in Figure 22.

Fig. 22. Correlation between contrast comparison and blur for tank images

The calculated contrast comparison for letter images with blur is tabulated below.

Table 11: Mean contrast comparison values of letter images with blur
30

35

40

45

50

0.9829

0.9851

0.9888

0.9920

0.9940

Exponential 0.9857

0.9865

0.9877

0.9892

0.9907

Gaussian
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The correlation between the contrast comparison and blur for all the letter images with
blur for Gaussian and Exponential filter shape is shown in Figure 23.

Fig. 23. Correlation of contrast comparison with blur for blurred letter images

The calculated contrast comparison for letter images with blur and noise is tabulated
below.

Table 12: Mean contrast comparison values of letter images with blur and noise
15

20

25

30

35

Gaussian

0.9841

0.9834

0.9840

0.9836

0.9838

Exponential

0.9830

0.9838

0.9842

0.9830

0.9836
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The correlation between contrast comparison and blur for the letter images with blur and
noise is shown in Figure 24.

Fig. 24. Correlation between Contrast comparison and blur for letter images with blur
and noise

C.3 STRUCTURE COMPARISON

Table 13: Mean structure comparison values for tank images
5

10

15

20

25

Gaussian

0.8308

0.8751

0.8779

0.8824

0.8934

Exponential

0.8484

0.8799

0.8787

0.8826

0.8907
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The plot of structure comparison vs blur for all the tank images is shown in Figure 25.

Fig. 25. Correlation between blur and structure comparison

The calculated structure comparison values for letter images with blur are tabulated
below.

Table 14: Mean structure comparison values of letter images with blur
30

35

35

40

45

Gaussian

0.9631

0.9782

0.9859

0.9883

0.9902

Exponential

0.9687

0.9727

0.9776

0.9824

0.9863
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The correlation between the structure comparison and blur for letter images with blur can
be shown in Figure 26.

Fig. 26. Correlation of structure comparison with blur for blurred letter images

The calculated structure comparison values for letter images with blur and noise are
tabulated below.

Table 15: Mean structure comparison of letter images with blur and noise
15

20

25

30

35

Gaussian

0.0396

0.0362

0.0412

0.0360

0.0373

Exponential

0.0401

0.0427

0.0380

0.0366

0.0386
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The correlation between structure comparison and blur for letter images with blur and
noise is shown in Figure 27.

Fig. 27. Correlation of structure comparison with blur for letter images with blur and
noise

D. CODE FOR DESIGNING PERCEPTION EXPERIMENTS
Code for making the letter image MakeLetterImage.m
function LImg=MakeLetterImage(L)
% Img=MakeLetterImage(L)
% Makes a blurred image Img of an RIT block letter defined by the
structure L.
% The parameters of the structure L are as follows.
% L.letter - (character) defining the letter
% L.line_width - (real positive scalar) line size of the letter in mm
% L.pixel_size - (real vector) [vert horz] pixel size in mm
% L.image_size - (integer vector) [vert horz] image size in pixels
% L.blur_size - (real positive scalar) blur size in pixels
% L.filtertype- defining which filter type is used
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if(strcmp(L.letter,'B'))
LImg=0.5.*ones(L.image_size);
return
else
LR=GetLetterRecipe(L.letter);
[X,Y]=meshgrid(1:L.image_size(2),1:L.image_size(1));
X=X-L.image_size(2)./2; % zero center of image
Y=L.image_size(1)./2-Y+1; % zero center and up positive
xscale=L.line_width./L.pixel_size(2); % converts everything to
pixels
yscale=L.line_width./L.pixel_size(1);
LImg=zeros(L.image_size);
%
Noise=0.05*randn(100,size(LImg)); this line is uncommented if
noise is also added
end
if L.filtertype==0
for i=1:LR.Nseg
xparms.size=LR.SegSize(i,2).*xscale;
xparms.pos=LR.SegPos(i,2).*xscale;
xparms.blur=L.blur_size;
Img=blurrect(X,xparms);
yparms.size=LR.SegSize(i,1).*yscale;
yparms.pos=LR.SegPos(i,1).*yscale;
yparms.blur=L.blur_size;
Img=Img.*blurrect(Y,yparms).*LR.SegVal(i);
LImg=LImg+Img;
end
elseif L.filtertype==1
for i=1:LR.Nseg
xparms.size=LR.SegSize(i,2).*xscale;
xparms.pos=LR.SegPos(i,2).*xscale;
xparms.blur=L.blur_size;
Img=blurexp(X,xparms);
yparms.size=LR.SegSize(i,1).*yscale;
yparms.pos=LR.SegPos(i,1).*yscale;
yparms.blur=L.blur_size;
Img=Img.*blurexp(Y,yparms).*LR.SegVal(i);
LImg=LImg+Img;
End

Code defining how to build a particular block letter defined by the input character
'Letter' GetLetterRecipe.m
function LR=GetLetterRecipe(Letter)
%
%
%
%
%

LR=GetLetterRecipe(Letter)
Produces a structure defining how to build a particular block letter
defined by the input character 'Letter'.
The parameters of the output structure are as follows. All units are
linewidths.
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% LR.Nseg - (integer) number of segments in the letter
% LR.SegSize - (real Nsegx2 array) array of segment [vert horz] sizes
% LR.SegPos - (real Nsegx2 array) array of segment [vert horz]
positions
% LR.SegVal - (real Nseg array) value of segment. Segments are added to
% form final image. Negative values subtract obviously.
switch lower(Letter)
case{'8'}
LR.Nseg=3;
LR.SegSize(1,:)=[6 6];
LR.SegPos(1,:)=[0 0];
LR.SegVal(1)=1;
LR.SegSize(2,:)=[1.5 4];
LR.SegPos(2,:)=[1.25 0];
LR.SegVal(2,:)=-1;
LR.SegSize(3,:)=[1.5 4];
LR.SegPos(3,:)=[-1.25 0];
LR.SegVal(3)=-1;
case{'5'}
LR.Nseg=3;
LR.SegSize(1,:)=[6 6];
LR.SegPos(1,:)=[0 0];
LR.SegVal(1)=1;
LR.SegSize(2,:)=[1.5 5];
LR.SegPos(2,:)=[1.25 .5];
LR.SegVal(2)=-1;
LR.SegSize(3,:)=[1.5 5];
LR.SegPos(3,:)=[-1.25 -.5];
LR.SegVal(3)=-1;
case{'e'}
LR.Nseg=3;
LR.SegSize(1,:)=[6 6];
LR.SegPos(1,:)=[0 0];
LR.SegVal(1)=1;
LR.SegSize(2,:)=[1.5 5];
LR.SegPos(2,:)=[1.25 .5];
LR.SegVal(2)=-1;
LR.SegSize(3,:)=[1.5 5];
LR.SegPos(3,:)=[-1.25 .5];
LR.SegVal(3)=-1;
case{'2'}
LR.Nseg=3;
LR.SegSize(1,:)=[6 6];
LR.SegPos(1,:)=[0 0];
LR.SegVal(1)=1;
LR.SegSize(2,:)=[1.5 5];
LR.SegPos(2,:)=[1.25 -.5];
LR.SegVal(2)=-1;
LR.SegSize(3,:)=[1.5 5];
LR.SegPos(3,:)=[-1.25 .5];
LR.SegVal(3)=-1;
case{'3'}
LR.Nseg=3;
LR.SegSize(1,:)=[6 6];
LR.SegPos(1,:)=[0 0];
LR.SegVal(1)=1;
LR.SegSize(2,:)=[1.5 5];
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LR.SegPos(2,:)=[1.25 -.5];
LR.SegVal(2)=-1;
LR.SegSize(3,:)=[1.5 5];
LR.SegPos(3,:)=[-1.25 -.5];
LR.SegVal(3)=-1;
case{'6'}
LR.Nseg=3;
LR.SegSize(1,:)=[6 6];
LR.SegPos(1,:)=[0 0];
LR.SegVal(1)=1;
LR.SegSize(2,:)=[1.5 5];
LR.SegPos(2,:)=[1.25 .5];
LR.SegVal(2,:)=-1;
LR.SegSize(3,:)=[1.5 4];
LR.SegPos(3,:)=[-1.25 0];
LR.SegVal(3)=-1;
case{'9'}
LR.Nseg=3;
LR.SegSize(1,:)=[6 6];
LR.SegPos(1,:)=[0 0];
LR.SegVal(1)=1;
LR.SegSize(2,:)=[1.5 4];
LR.SegPos(2,:)=[1.25 0];
LR.SegVal(2,:)=-1;
LR.SegSize(3,:)=[1.5 5];
LR.SegPos(3,:)=[-1.25 -.5];
LR.SegVal(3)=-1;
case{'g'}
LR.Nseg=4;
LR.SegSize(1,:)=[6 6];
LR.SegPos(1,:)=[0 0];
LR.SegVal(1)=1;
LR.SegSize(2,:)=[1.5 4];
LR.SegPos(2,:)=[1.25 0];
LR.SegVal(2,:)=-1;
LR.SegSize(3,:)=[1.5 5];
LR.SegPos(3,:)=[-1.25 -.5];
LR.SegVal(3)=-1;
LR.SegSize(4,:)=[1 1];
LR.SegPos(4,:)=[0 1.5];
LR.SegVal(4)=-1;
otherwise
disp('Unknown letter!!');
end

Code for function which convolves rectangular segment with blur of Gaussian filter
shape blurrect.m
function v=blurrect(x,parms)
% v=blurrect(x,parms)
% x = position argument (any real number)
% parms - structure containing the following elements
%
parms.pos - position along real number line (any real)
%
parms.size - width along the real number line (any positive real)
%
parms.blur - amount of Gaussian blur (any positive real)
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%
Note that blur is the point at which the Gaussian is
%
equal to exp(-pi).
if(parms.blur<=0)
v=zeros(size(x));
v(abs(x-parms.pos)<=parms.size./2)=1;
else
arg1=sqrt(pi)./parms.blur;
arg2=x-parms.pos;
v=0.5.*(erf(arg1.*(arg2+parms.size./2))-erf(arg1.*(arg2parms.size./2)));
end
return

Code for function which convolves rectangular segment with blur of Exponential
filter shape blurexp.m
function v=blurexp(x,parms)
% v=blurrect(x,parms)
% x = position argument (any real number)
% parms - structure containing the following elements
%
parms.pos - position along real number line (any real)
%
parms.size - width along the real number line (any positive real)
%
parms.blur - amount of Exponential blur (any positive real)
%
if(parms.blur<=0)
v=zeros(size(x));
v(abs(x-parms.pos)<=parms.size./2)=1;
else
arg1=(pi)./parms.blur;
arg2=x-parms.pos;
v=(1/pi).*(atan(arg1.*(arg2+parms.size./2))-atan(arg1.*(arg2parms.size./2)));
end
return

Code for adjusting the contrast ContrastAdjust.m
function OImg=ContrastAdjust(Img,C)
% OImg=ContrastAdjust(Img,C)
% This function adjusts the contrast of an image so that it equals C
% producing the output image OImg. The output image is forced to have
an average value of .5 .
% Contrast is defined as (max-min)/(max+min).
mx=max(max(Img));
mn=min(min(Img));
g=((mx-mn)-C.*(mx+mn))./(2.*C);
avg=mean(mean(Img));
a=0.5./(avg+g);
b=a.*g;
OImg=a.*Img+b;
Return
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Code defining the structure of parameters for a perception experiment IDPXP1.m
function PXP=IDPXP1
PXP=IDPXP
% This function defines a structure of parameters for a perception
% experiment.
%
% This version of build_PXP is intended for use in designing
experiments
% using the RIT letter set. The RIT letter set is defined by the block
% letters {8,5,2,6,9,E,G}. Images of each of these letters along with a
% blank image designated by the letter {B} are generated on the fly
during the pereception experiment.
% Each letter image can be manipulated in one of three ways - contrast,
% blur, and additive noise. For an image I, contrast is defined by the
% formula C=(max(I)-min(I))/(max(I)+min(I)). Contrast values greater
than 0.3 typically result in clipping of the image and should be
avoided. Very low contrast values may appear blocky due to quantization
in the display processes. Contrast is set as the last step before
display.
PXP.xpname='ID1';
NResp=8;
% Display parameters
PXP.display.alpha=6.437037;
PXP.display.beta=0.0;
PXP.display.gamma=2.420045;
PXP.display.maxlum=90.086;
PXP.display.PixelSize=[3 3]; % physical pixel size in mm
%
PXP.image_size=[240 320]; % image size in pixels
%
line_width=30;
rmsnoise=0;
contrast=.05;
%
cellix=0;
%
% Define Cell
cellix=cellix+1;
PXP.Cell(cellix).name='AA';
PXP.Cell(cellix).Noise=[rmsnoise 0];% [SD CL]
PXP.Cell(cellix).blur=30; the blur can be varied according to
experiment used
PXP.Cell(cellix).contrast=contrast;
PXP.Cell(cellix).line_width=line_width;
PXP.Cell(cellix).StimList=['8','3','E','2','5','6','9','G'];
PXP.Cell(cellix).NPres=[3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3];
PXP.Cell(cellix).SRMat=zeros(NResp);
PXP.Cell(cellix).filtertype=0;
% Define Cell
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cellix=cellix+1;
PXP.Cell(cellix).name='BA';
PXP.Cell(cellix).Noise=[rmsnoise 0];% [SD CL]
PXP.Cell(cellix).blur=35;
PXP.Cell(cellix).contrast=contrast;
PXP.Cell(cellix).line_width=line_width;
PXP.Cell(cellix).StimList=['8','3','E','2','5','6','9','G'];
PXP.Cell(cellix).NPres=[3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3];%number of presentations of
each stimulus
PXP.Cell(cellix).SRMat=zeros(NResp);
PXP.Cell(cellix).filtertype=0;
%
% Define Cell
cellix=cellix+1;
PXP.Cell(cellix).name='CA';
PXP.Cell(cellix).Noise=[rmsnoise 0];% [SD CL]
PXP.Cell(cellix).blur=40;
PXP.Cell(cellix).contrast=contrast;
PXP.Cell(cellix).line_width=line_width;
PXP.Cell(cellix).StimList=['8','3','E','2','5','6','9','G'];
PXP.Cell(cellix).NPres=[3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3];
PXP.Cell(cellix).SRMat=zeros(NResp);
PXP.Cell(cellix).filtertype=0;
%
% Define Cell
%
cellix=cellix+1;
PXP.Cell(cellix).name='DA';
PXP.Cell(cellix).Noise=[rmsnoise 0];% [SD CL]
PXP.Cell(cellix).blur=45;
PXP.Cell(cellix).contrast=contrast;
PXP.Cell(cellix).line_width=line_width;
PXP.Cell(cellix).StimList=['8','3','E','2','5','6','9','G'];
PXP.Cell(cellix).NPres=[3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3];% number of presentations of
each stimulus
PXP.Cell(cellix).SRMat=zeros(NResp);
PXP.Cell(cellix).filtertype=0;
%
% Define Cell
%
cellix=cellix+1;
PXP.Cell(cellix).name='EA';
PXP.Cell(cellix).Noise=[rmsnoise 0];% [SD CL]
PXP.Cell(cellix).blur=50;
PXP.Cell(cellix).contrast=contrast;
PXP.Cell(cellix).line_width=line_width;
PXP.Cell(cellix).StimList=['8','3','E','2','5','6','9','G'];
PXP.Cell(cellix).NPres=[3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3];% number of presentations of
each stimulus
PXP.Cell(cellix).SRMat=zeros(NResp);
PXP.Cell(cellix).filtertype=0;
cellix=cellix+1;
PXP.Cell(cellix).name='AB';
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PXP.Cell(cellix).Noise=[rmsnoise 0];% [SD CL]
PXP.Cell(cellix).blur=30; the blur can be varied according to
experiment used
PXP.Cell(cellix).contrast=contrast;
PXP.Cell(cellix).line_width=line_width;
PXP.Cell(cellix).StimList=['8','3','E','2','5','6','9','G'];
PXP.Cell(cellix).NPres=[3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3];
PXP.Cell(cellix).SRMat=zeros(NResp);
PXP.Cell(cellix).filtertype=1;
Define Cell
cellix=cellix+1;
PXP.Cell(cellix).name='BB';
PXP.Cell(cellix).Noise=[rmsnoise 0];% [SD CL]
PXP.Cell(cellix).blur=35;
PXP.Cell(cellix).contrast=contrast;
PXP.Cell(cellix).line_width=line_width;
PXP.Cell(cellix).StimList=['8','3','E','2','5','6','9','G'];
PXP.Cell(cellix).NPres=[3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3];%number of presentations of
each stimulus
PXP.Cell(cellix).SRMat=zeros(NResp);
PXP.Cell(cellix).filtertype=1;
%
% Define Cell
cellix=cellix+1;
PXP.Cell(cellix).name='CB';
PXP.Cell(cellix).Noise=[rmsnoise 0];% [SD CL]
PXP.Cell(cellix).blur=40;
PXP.Cell(cellix).contrast=contrast;
PXP.Cell(cellix).line_width=line_width;
PXP.Cell(cellix).StimList=['8','3','E','2','5','6','9','G'];
PXP.Cell(cellix).NPres=[3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3];
PXP.Cell(cellix).SRMat=zeros(NResp);
PXP.Cell(cellix).filtertype=1;
%
% Define Cell
%
cellix=cellix+1;
PXP.Cell(cellix).name='DB';
PXP.Cell(cellix).Noise=[rmsnoise 0];% [SD CL]
PXP.Cell(cellix).blur=45;
PXP.Cell(cellix).contrast=contrast;
PXP.Cell(cellix).line_width=line_width;
PXP.Cell(cellix).StimList=['8','3','E','2','5','6','9','G'];
PXP.Cell(cellix).NPres=[3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3];% number of presentations of
each stimulus
PXP.Cell(cellix).SRMat=zeros(NResp);
PXP.Cell(cellix).filtertype=1;
%
% Define Cell
%
cellix=cellix+1;
PXP.Cell(cellix).name='EB';
PXP.Cell(cellix).Noise=[rmsnoise 0];% [SD CL]
PXP.Cell(cellix).blur=50;
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PXP.Cell(cellix).contrast=contrast;
PXP.Cell(cellix).line_width=line_width;
PXP.Cell(cellix).StimList=['8','3','E','2','5','6','9','G'];
PXP.Cell(cellix).NPres=[3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3];% number of presentations of
each stimulus
PXP.Cell(cellix).SRMat=zeros(NResp);
PXP.Cell(cellix).filtertype=1;
return

Code for randomly selecting a cell and stimulus in perception experiment
CreateStimulus.m
function [S PXP]=CreateStimulus(PXP)
% [Img Count]=CreateStimulus(PXP)
% This function randomly selects a cell and a stimulus from the
perception
% experiment defined by the structure PXP.
% Count the stimuli
Count=0;
for i=1:length(PXP.Cell)
stimcount=sum(PXP.Cell(i).NPres);
if(stimcount==0)
cellcount(i)=0;
else
cellcount(i)=1;
end
Count=Count+stimcount;
end
cix=find(cellcount>0);
if(isempty(cix))
S.Count=-1;
return
end
nextcell=cix(randperm(length(cix)));
six=find(PXP.Cell(nextcell(1)).NPres>0);
P=PXP.Cell(nextcell(1)).NPres(six);
P=P./sum(P);
[mx ix]=max(P./rand(size(P)));
L.letter=PXP.Cell(nextcell(1)).StimList(six(ix));
L.line_width=PXP.Cell(nextcell(1)).line_width;
L.image_size=PXP.image_size;
L.blur_size=PXP.Cell(nextcell(1)).blur;
L.pixel_size=PXP.display.PixelSize;
L.filtertype=PXP.Cell(nextcell(1)).filtertype;
LImg=MakeLetterImage(L);
imshow(LImg);
NImg=0;
LImg=ContrastAdjust((LImg),PXP.Cell(nextcell(1)).contrast);
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% NImg=0.05*randn(size(LImg));this line is uncommented in case of
noise and blur.
Img=LImg+NImg;
PXP.Cell(nextcell(1)).NPres(six(ix))=PXP.Cell(nextcell(1)).NPres(six(ix
))-1;
S.Count=Count;
S.Img=Img;
S.CellIndex=nextcell(1);
S.StimIndex=six(ix);
return

Code for calculating the PID values from the perception experiment getres1.m
close all;
clear all;
names={'RAG1','KEN2','NIV2','TAN11'}; these are the names of mat files
for each person
names={'TAN18','nivnoi','kennoi','jasnoi'};this line is uncommented
for the case of noise and blur
non=length(names);%number of names
noc=10; %number of cells
nos=8; %number of unique stimuli
expres.all.SRM=zeros(nos,nos,noc);
for n=1:non
name=[char(names(n)),'_ID.mat'];
load (name);
for c=1:noc
expres.all.SRM(:,:,c)=expres.all.SRM(:,:,c)+pxp.Cell(c).SRMat;
test0=pxp.Cell(c).SRMat;
testval(n,c)=trace(test0./(sum(test0,2)*ones(1,nos)))/nos;
end
end
for c=1:noc
expres.all.PRM(:,:,c)=expres.all.SRM(:,:,c)./(sum(expres.all.SRM(:,:,c)
,2)*ones(1,nos));
expres.all.PCR(c,1)=trace(expres.all.PRM(:,:,c))/nos;
end
e=std(testval,1)

Code for plotting the blur and PID values obtained from the perception experiment
for letter images with only blur and with blur and noise PLOTPERC.m
close all;
clear all;
b=[30 35 40 45 50];
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% b=[15 20 25 30 35]; this line is uncommented for experiment with
blur and noise
pid=expres.all.PCR(1:5);
pd1=expres.all.PCR(6:10);
figure(1)
plot(b,pid);
figure(2)
plot(b,pd1);
figure(3);
plot(b,pid,'ro-',b,pd1,'go-');
xlabel('blur')
ylabel('PID')

Code for plotting the PID values vs blur for tank images
close all;
clear all;
clc;
D=[0.8203 0.6417 0.4917 0.2895 0.2375 ;
0.8125 0.7146 0.5458 0.3479 0.2479 ;
0.7729 0.4741 0.2604 0.175 0.1625 ];
x=[5 10 15 20 25];
figure(1);
plot(x,D(1,:));
xlabel('Blur');
ylabel('PID');
figure(2);
plot(x,D(2,:));
xlabel('Blur');
ylabel('PID');
figure(3);
plot(x,D(1,:),'ro-',x,D(2,:),'go-');
xlabel('Blur');
ylabel('PID');

Code for calculating the DWT features for Gaussian and Exponential letter images
at blur level 40
close all;
clear all;
load CA_2.mat;
a=Img;
load CB_2.mat;
b=Img;
gauss=DWTfeatureFunc2(a);
exp=DWTfeatureFunc2(b);
ratio=gauss./exp;

The function file DWTfeaturesfunc2.m for extracting the DWT features of 2 images
function [DWTfeatures] = DWTfeatureFunc2(grayImg)
grayImg = grayImg - mean(grayImg(:)); %remove mean from target
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[cA1,cH1,cV1,cD1] = dwt2(grayImg,'haar');
[cAA1,cAH1,cAV1,cAD1] = dwt2(cA1,'haar');%%%%%%% Extract energy from
coefficients using 3x3 sliding window %%%%%%%
win = ones(3);
EcA1= conv2(cA1.^2,win/9);
EcH1= conv2(cH1.^2,win/9);
EcV1= conv2(cV1.^2,win/9);
EcD1= conv2(cD1.^2,win/9);
TEcA1 = sum(EcA1(:));
TEcH1 = sum(EcH1(:));
TEcV1 = sum(EcV1(:));
TEcD1 = sum(EcD1(:));
EcAA1= conv2(cAA1.^2,win/9);
EcAH1= conv2(cAH1.^2,win/9);
EcAV1= conv2(cAV1.^2,win/9);
EcAD1= conv2(cAD1.^2,win/9);
TEcAA1 = sum(EcAA1(:));
TEcAH1 = sum(EcAH1(:));
TEcAV1 = sum(EcAV1(:));
TEcAD1 = sum(EcAD1(:));
DWTfeatures = [TEcA1 TEcH1 TEcV1 TEcD1 TEcAA1 TEcAH1 TEcAV1 TEcAD1];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

Our results of DWT features for the two images at blur level 40 are shown below.

Table 16: DWT features of Gaussian and Exponential blurred images and their ratio
Gaussian blurred
image DWT edge
features
7.5269

Exponential blurred
image DWT edge
features
7.8584

0.0060

0.0074

0.8097

0.0063

0.0068

0.9294

4.8246e-6

6.335e-7

0.7615

7.5393

7.872

0.9576

0.0015

0.0019

0.8054

0.0016

0.0017

0.9276

3.024e-7

4.0011e-7

0.7757
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Ratio=Gaussian/Exponential

0.9578

E. CODE FOR CALCULATING MSSIM AND PLOTTING MSSIM
The function file for calculating the MSSIM and components of two images
testfile1.m
function [mssim, ssim_map,lm,l,cm,c,sm,s]=testfile1(img1, img2, K,
window, L)
if (nargin < 2 | nargin > 5)
mssim = -Inf;
ssim_map = -Inf;
return;
end
if (size(img1) ~= size(img2))
mssim = -Inf;
ssim_map = -Inf;
return;
end
[M N] = size(img1);
if (nargin == 2)
if ((M < 11) || (N < 11))
mssim = -Inf;
ssim_map = -Inf;
return
end
window = fspecial('gaussian', 11, 1.5);
K(1) = 0.01;
K(2) = 0.03;
end
if (nargin == 3)
if ((M < 11) || (N < 11))
mssim = -Inf;
ssim_map = -Inf;
return
end
window = fspecial('gaussian', 11, 1.5);
if (length(K) == 2)
if (K(1) < 0 | K(2) < 0)
mssim = -Inf;
ssim_map = -Inf;
return;
end
else
mssim = -Inf;
ssim_map = -Inf;
return;
end
end
if (nargin == 4)
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% default settings

[H W] = size(window);
if ((H*W) < 4 | (H > M) | (W > N))
mssim = -Inf;
ssim_map = -Inf;
return
end
if (length(K) == 2)
if (K(1) < 0 | K(2) < 0)
mssim = -Inf;
ssim_map = -Inf;
return;
end
else
mssim = -Inf;
ssim_map = -Inf;
return;
end
end
if (nargin == 5)
[H W] = size(window);
if ((H*W) < 4 | (H > M) | (W > N))
mssim = -Inf;
ssim_map = -Inf;
return
end
if (length(K) == 2)
if (K(1) < 0 | K(2) < 0)
mssim = -Inf;
ssim_map = -Inf;
return;
end
else
mssim = -Inf;
ssim_map = -Inf;
return;
end
end
C1 = (K(1)*L)^2;
C2 = (K(2)*L)^2;
C3=C2./2;
window = window/sum(sum(window));
img1 = double(img1);
img2 = double(img2);
mu1
= filter2(window, img1, 'valid');
mu2
= filter2(window, img2, 'valid');
mu1_sq = mu1.*mu1;
mu2_sq = mu2.*mu2;
mu1_mu2 = mu1.*mu2;
sigma1_sq = filter2(window, img1.*img1, 'valid') - mu1_sq;
sigma2_sq = filter2(window, img2.*img2, 'valid') - mu2_sq;
sigma12= filter2(window, img1.*img2, 'valid') - mu1_mu2;
sigma1= (sigma1_sq).^0.5;
sigma2= (sigma2_sq).^0.5;
if (C1 > 0 & C2 > 0)
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lm=((2.*mu1.*mu2)+C1)./(mu1_sq+mu2_sq+C1);
cm=(2.*sigma1.*sigma2+C2)./(sigma1_sq+sigma2_sq+C2);
sm=(sigma12+C3)./((sigma1.*sigma2)+C3);
ssim_map=lm.*cm.*sm;
else
numerator1 = 2*mu1_mu2 + C1;
numerator2 = 2*sigma12 + C2;
denominator1 = mu1_sq + mu2_sq + C1;
denominator2 = sigma1_sq + sigma2_sq + C2;
ssim_map = ones(size(mu1));
index = (denominator1.*denominator2 > 0);
ssim_map(index) =
(numerator1(index).*numerator2(index))./(denominator1(index).*denominat
or2(index));
index = (denominator1 ~= 0) & (denominator2 == 0);
ssim_map(index) = numerator1(index)./denominator1(index);
end
mssim = mean2(ssim_map);
l= mean2(lm);
c= mean2(cm);
s= mean2(sm);
return

Code for calculating MSSIM and components of MSSIM for the tank images
close all;
clear all;
clc;
A='*AA*.arf';
%; '*BA*.arf'; '*CA*.arf'; '*DA*.arf';
'*EA*.arf';'*AB*.arf';'*BB*.arf'; '*CB*.arf'; '*DB*.arf'; '*EB*.arf';
for fn=1:size(A,1);
name = A(fn,:);
name = [name(2:3) ' SSIM Measurements.txt'];
fid = fopen(name,'w');
fprintf(fid,'File 1, File 2, MSSIM\n');
ls A(fn,:);
D=dir(A(fn,:));
Nfiles=length(D);
M=eye(Nfiles);
MWang=eye(Nfiles);

K = [0.01 0.03];
window = fspecial('gaussian', 11, 1.5);
L = 4095;
for i=1:Nfiles
for j=i+1:Nfiles
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fprintf('row = %d : column = %d :',i,j);
x=double(read_arf(D(i).name));
y=double(read_arf(D(j).name));
[mssim ssim_map lm l cm c sm s] = testfile1(x, y, K, window, L);
MWang(i,j) = mssim;
MWang(j,i)=MWang(i,j);
lWang(i,j)=l;
lWang(j,i)=lWang(i,j);
cWang(i,j)=c;
cWang(j,i)=cWang(i,j);
sWang(i,j)=abs(s);
sWang(j,i)=sWang(i,j);
fprintf(' MWang(i,j)= %e\n',MWang(i,j));
fprintf(fid,'%s, %s, %f\n',D(i).name,D(j).name,mssim);
end
end
MSSIM=sum(sum(triu(MWang,1)));
M1=(Nfiles.^2-Nfiles)./2;
MSSIM=MSSIM/M1;
SS(fn)=MSSIM;
lum=sum(sum(triu(lWang,1)));
M1=(Nfiles.^2-Nfiles)./2;
lum=lum/M1
ll(fn)=lum;
con=sum(sum(triu(cWang,1)));
M1=(Nfiles.^2-Nfiles)./2;
con=con/M1
cc(fn)=lum;
str=sum(sum(triu(sWang,1)));
M1=(Nfiles.^2-Nfiles)./2;
str=str/M1
ss(fn)=lum;
end

Code for plotting MSSIM and components of MSSIM vs blur for the tank images
close all;
clear all;
clc;
D=[0.7211 0.7685 0.7643 0.7725 0.7869;
0.7379 0.7720 0.7645 0.7723 0.7831] ; % here the component
values are
entered for plotting the components vs blur
x=[5 10 15 20 25];
figure(1);
axis([5 30 0.65 0.82]);
plot(x,D(1,:),'ro-');
xlabel('blur');
ylabel('MSSIM');
figure(2);
axis([5 30 0.65 0.82]);
plot(x,D(2,:),'go-');
xlabel('blur');
ylabel('MSSIM');
figure(3);
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axis([5 30 0.65 0.82]);
plot(x,D(1,:),'ro-',x,D(2,:),'go-');
xlabel('blur');
ylabel('MSSIM');

Code for plotting the errorbar plot of MSSIM values for tank images
close all;
clear all;
b=[5 10 15 20 25];
e=[0.1464 0.3888 0.3882 0.3933 0.3997 ;
0.3761 0.3908 0.3885 0.3929 0.3975];
D=[0.7211 0.7685 0.7643 0.7725 0.7869;
0.7379 0.7720 0.7645 0.7723 0.7831];
figure(1);
errorbar(b,D(1,:),e(1,:),min(1-D(1,:),1-D(1,:)+e(1,:)),'ro-');
hold on
errorbar(b,D(2,:),e(2,:),min(1-D(2,:),1-D(2,:)+e(2,:)),'go-');
axis([0 30 0 1.2]);
figure(2);
plot(b,D(1,:),'ro-',b,D(2,:),'go-');

Code for calculating MSSIM and components of MSSIM for the letter images (with
blur only and with blur and noise)
close all;
clear all;
% clc;
A='*AA*.mat';
%;
%'*BA*.mat';'*CA*.mat';'*DA*.mat';'*EA*.mat';'*AB*.mat';'*BB*.mat';'*CB
*.mat';'*DB*.mat';'*EB*.mat'
for fn=1:size(A,1);
name = A(fn,:);
name = [name(2:3) ' SSIM Measurements.txt'];
fid = fopen(name,'w');
fprintf(fid,'File 1, File 2, MSSIM\n');
ls A(fn,:);
D=dir(A(fn,:));

%

Nfiles=length(D);
M=eye(Nfiles);
MWang=eye(Nfiles);
K = [0.01 0.03];
window = fspecial('gaussian', 11, 1.5);
L =0.4367 ;
L=0.0523;
for i=1:Nfiles
for j=i+1:Nfiles
fprintf('row = %d : column = %d :',i,j);
load(D(i).name);
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x=Img;
clear Img
x1=x(80:end-80,80:end-80);
load(D(j).name);
y=Img;
clear Img
y1=y(80:end-80,80:end-80);
[mssim ssim_map lm l cm c sm s ] = testfile1(x1,y1, K, window, L);
MWang(i,j) = mssim;
MWang(j,i)=MWang(i,j);
lWang(i,j)=l;
lWang(j,i)=lWang(i,j);
cWang(i,j)=c;
cWang(j,i)=cWang(i,j);
sWang(i,j)=s;
sWang(j,i)=sWang(i,j);
fprintf(' MWang(i,j)= %e\n',MWang(i,j));
fprintf(fid,'%s, %s, %f\n',D(i).name,D(j).name,mssim);
end
end
MSSIM=sum(sum(triu(MWang,1)));
M1=(Nfiles.^2-Nfiles)./2;
MSSIM=MSSIM/M1;
SS(fn)=MSSIM;
lum=sum(sum(triu(lWang,1)));
M1=(Nfiles.^2-Nfiles)./2;
lum=lum/M1;
ll(fn)=lum;
con=sum(sum(triu(cWang,1)));
M1=(Nfiles.^2-Nfiles)./2;
con=con/M1;
cc(fn)=con;
str=sum(sum(triu(sWang,1)));
M1=(Nfiles.^2-Nfiles)./2;
str=str/M1;
ss(fn)=str;
M1=(Nfiles.^2-Nfiles)./2;
end
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Code for plotting MSSIM and components of MSSIM vs blur for the letter images
with only blur
close all;
clear all;
b=[30 35 40 45 50];
mssim1=[0.9470 0.9638 0.9753 0.9827 0.9872]; % the component values are
entered here to plot components vs blur%
mssim2=[0.9558 0.9603 0.9661 0.9720 0.9772]; % the component values are
entered here to plot components vs blur%
plot(b,mssim1,'ro-',b,mssim2,'go-');
xlabel('blur');
ylabel('MSSIM');

Code for plotting the errorbar plot of MSSIM values for letter images with only blur
close all;
clear all;
b=[30 35 40 45 50];
e=[0.4738 0.4821 0.4878 0.4914 0.4936 ;
0.4781 0.4803 0.4832 0.4861 0.4887];
D=[0.9470 0.9638 0.9753 0.9827 0.9872;
0.9558 0.9603 0.9661 0.9720 0.9772];
figure(1);
errorbar(b,D(1,:),e(1,:));
hold on
errorbar(b,D(2,:),e(2,:));
figure(2);
plot(b,D(1,:),'ro-',b,D(2,:),'go-');

Code for plotting MSSIM and components of MSSIM vs blur for the letter images
with blur and noise
close all;
clear all;
b=[15 20 25 30 35];
mssim1=[0.039 0.0409 0.0392 0.0380 0.0373]; % the component values are
entered here to plot components vs blur%
mssim2=[0.0384 0.0378 0.0355 0.0361 0.0362]; % the component values are
entered here to plot components vs blur%
plot(b,mssim1,'ro-',b,mssim2,'bo-');

Code for plotting the errorbar plot of MSSIM values for letter images with blur and
noise
close all;
clear all;
b=[15 20 25 30 35];
e=[0.0205 0.0184 0.0209 0.0186 0.0195 ;
0.0205 0.0217 0.0197 0.0187 0.0203];
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D=[0.0390 0.0356 0.0405 0.0354 0.0366;
0.0394 0.0420 0.0374 0.0359 0.0386];
figure(1);
errorbar(b,D(1,:),e(1,:),'ro-');
hold on
errorbar(b,D(2,:),e(2,:),'go-');
figure(2);
plot(b,D(1,:),'ro-',b,D(2,:),'go-');
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